
particularly along the Avon Terrace Belt but also along the line of a great road like the 
Fosse. Their expansion southward from the Avon valley, with its numerous Anglo-
Saxon cemeteries, towards the Cotswold scarp was both early and vigorous, and was 
associated with the establishment of strongly nucleated villages with distinctive Anglo-
Saxon place-names, many having characteristic endings in -ton and -ham. Regional 
differentiation within Warwickshire was now becoming marked, for whereas the 
Avon Terrace Belt and the Feldon to the south were to be closely settled, the Forest 
of Arden to the north contained relatively few major settlements and the scattered 
hamlets, with distinctive clearing names ending in -ley, -worth, and - field, so typical of 
the region today, were to conic into being only later as small groups of venturesome 
settlers spread north into the dense oak wood making individual hedged clearings.' 
This distinction was deemed worthy of comment by topographers such as Leland and 
Dugdale centuries later and still remains strong today.2 

Anglo-Saxon settlement at Wormleighton appears to have been associated with 
a small group of colonists, one of whom, called Wilma or Witmund, gave his name not 
only to the present village but, as we shall see, also to other topographic features in the 
vicinity. The earliest form of the name trillium lehttune (Wilma's kitchen-garden) 
appears in a charter3 of King Eadwy dated 956, granting an estate to Earl yElfhere. 
The ancient boundaries of the land-holding, which are very carefully recorded in this 
and other charters,4 can still be identified within reasonable limits on the ground 
today and have been plotted on Fig. 2. The perambulation begins at Cranmere 
(presumably Crane Mere), which almost certainly occupied a small depression in the 
clays of the Fenny Compton gap since utilized as a reservoir to provide water for the 
Oxford Canal. The mere was actually larger than the reservoir, as the extent of 
alluvium plotted from field-work and also shown on the unpublished 6-in. sheets of 
the Geological Surveys confirms. Further support for its location is provided by the 
current place-name Granmore Hill for the rising ground south of the depression, 
while the stream issuing from the mere in 956 was called Cranmeres broc or Claeih&ma 
broc (Clayhome Brook) which today flows by the village of Claydon !() From the mere 
the boundary ran along 'the street', which appears to be the road from Southam to 
Banbury, to a 'bore pit' (mud hole) and a 'black pit' which presumably were pools 
on or adjoining the little stream flowing west. Thereafter the boundary followed the 
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